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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

Jyamrung VDC is one of the earthquake affected VDCs in Dhading where 80% of the houses are totally 

destroyed and the only school in the village (ward number 4) collapsed. The 125 school children have no 

proper school and are currently studying in a temporary tin building.  

We are planning to rebuild this school with 11 classrooms and toilets.  

Build up Nepal a Not-for-profit company rebuilding villages affected by the earthquake and fighting rural 

poverty through employment generation. This is a unique concept, where we work to build houses, train 

the villagers and local entrepreneurs better construction methods and provide the tools/machines.  

Build Up Nepal uses compressed Earth Bricks which is a 

strong and earthquake resistant building material and an 

alternative to bricks and concrete buildings. The 

Compressed Earth Bricks technology is suitable for remote 

villages because it uses local resources. This reduces the 

cost of transportation and cement by 15-20% than 

building by conventional bricks and concrete in villages 

with road access. Meanwhile, it can cut down cost by 25-

40% in villages without road access.  

Another important aspect of Build Up Nepal is to train local builders and entrepreneurs. They are taught 

earthquake resistant construction and how to make these compressed earth bricks which help them 

provide employment in the village itself. The machines are handed over or sold to local entrepreneurs so 

that they can continue building structures.  

For the project a project team is already formed to build a school with 11 rooms and toilet using Earth 

Bricks. 

The total budget to build a school with 11 rooms and toilet: Rs. 9,065,341 ($85,522)  

Build Up Nepal needs NAO to fund 18% of the total budget: Rs. 1,643,068 ($ 15,501) 

Project Duration: July 2016-March, 2017.  
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2. GENERAL BACKGROUND 

On April 25th 2015, an earthquake of magnitude 7.8 

Richter scale struck Nepal causing mass devastation 

that the country had not experienced in 80 years. Its 

epicenter was Gorkha, 77 kilometers (48 miles) 

northwest of Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal. Millions 

of people were affected by the disaster, with 8,891 

people confirmed dead and 22,302 injured.  

A second earthquake, measuring 7.3 magnitude struck 

Nepal on 12th May, 2015. This time the epicenter was in 

Dolakha District, 18 Km southeast of Kodari 

(Sindhupalchowk district)- an area already affected by 

the 25th April quake. The second earthquake was followed by several aftershocks, including a 5.6 

magnitude tremor and 6.3 magnitude tremor in Dolakha District. 

Since 25th April, Nepal has been hit by over 456 aftershocks measuring over 4.0 on the Richter scale. It 

has caused psychological trauma among general population.  

The earthquake’s impact on education was devastating. According to Nepal Government Department of 

Education (DoE), about 8,000 schools were affected by the earthquakes and 32,000 classrooms 

damaged, which puts an estimated 1 million children at risk. 

3. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE  

The overall goal of this project is to rebuild the school as a model building using compressed earth bricks 

and enhance the economic status of the villagers by transferring the technique and handing over the 

machine to local entrepreneurs.  

Project Objectives 

 Rebuild the village school destroyed by earthquake using earthquake resistance technology. 

 Train 30 local builders to build earthquake resistant houses using the compressed earth bricks 

and create job opportunities for the villagers to reduce poverty. 

 Create jobs by starting small business working with earth bricks and earthquake resistant 

construction in the village.  
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4. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 

4.1. PROJECT LOCATION  
Dhading is an adjacent district of the first earthquake epicenter district and is one of the most affected 

districts. Since 25th April, Dhading has experienced quakes of over 4.0 magnitudes for 26 times. 

According to reports published by development organizations, the earthquake destroyed 98% of the 

households, 733 deaths and 587 governmental schools in Dhading alone. 

Jyamrung VDC is one of the earthquake affected VDCs in Dhading where 80% of the houses are totally 

destroyed and the only school in the village (ward number 4) collapsed. The 125 school children have no 

proper school and are currently studying in a temporary tin building or outside on warmer days. 

Likewise, the people of Jyamrung have been taking shelter in temporary tin buildings and tent as they 

cannot afford to make houses in low cost. Even after a year, the government hasn't been able to build 

school or shelter in this area and they are seeking support from other private actors. 

The school is reachable by 20 minutes-walk from the road. It has been almost a year that the earthquake 

took place but till date the school hasn't been rebuilt and the people are waiting for Build Up Nepal to 

build the school as government is delaying the process of rebuilding. 

The employment of the villagers is also a problem as Jyamrung’s trekking trail is without tourists. This 

has created serious economic problems for the villagers. Furthermore, Jyamrung population are unable 

Jyamrung ward 4,  

Dhading District,  

Bagmati, Nepal 

3 hours off-road drive from Dhading besi 

80% households destroyed  

3 deaths  

The only school of Jyamrung-4 destroyed  
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to build their houses as the cost is high and they do not have financial resources to build houses.  

 

4.2. Build up Nepal 
Build up Nepal is a Not-for-profit company 

dedicated to rebuilding villages affected by the 

earthquake and fighting rural poverty through 

employment generation. Build Up Nepal's core 

strategy is to build model houses to teach the 

villagers and local entrepreneurs better 

construction methods and provide the 

tools/machines. 

Build Up Nepal is working collaboratively with the 

local NGO TukiSamaj since 2005 in Jyamrung VDC. 

However after the earthquake, Build Up Nepal 

initiated "Compressed Earth Bricks" technology in the VDC.  

Core Values 

 Build up Nepal with local materials and by training local people.  

 We want to empower the villagers to start reconstruction in their village 

 Create jobs and fight poverty 

 When building homes we especially consider the most vulnerable people in the village (widows 

and single mothers and their children, handicapped etc.) 

Vision 

Build up Nepal envisions itself as the pioneer organization for sustainable rural reconstruction through 

cheaper earth bricks technology based construction.  

Mission  

We build partnership with national and international development organizations to formulate, execute 

and sustain their intended impacts by introducing earth brick technology that utilizes local resources. 

This results in cheaper and sustainable infrastructure development benefitting local entrepreneurs and 

underprivileged communities to enhance their livelihood through employment opportunities.  
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4.3. What is Compressed Earth Bricks Technology?  
Compressed Earth Bricks is a strong and earthquake resistant building material, used as an alternative to 

bricks and concrete buildings. Compressed Earth Bricks is suitable technology for remote villages as it 

uses local resources which reduce the cost of transportation and cement. 

It is 15-20% cheaper than building by conventional bricks and concrete in villages with road access and 

25-40% cheaper than building by bricks and concrete in villages without road access.  

Build Up Nepal trains the local villagers to make these 

compressed earth bricks ultimately providing them 

employment in the village itself. Once the first building 

is completed, the machines are handed over or sold to 

local entrepreneurs who can build houses or schools 

from their own bricks.  

The school building is the first step in rebuilding the 

affected villages. The school building is the model 

building which can be taken as reference to build the 

entire village. 

Before starting the building process, the compressed earth brick machine is setup for production. Build 

up Nepal team teaches each step of the building process with earth brick to local builders while making 

the house or school also known as first model building.  

The builders are trained on selection of soil, mixing, quality control, safety, mortar fixation, rebars, 

reinforcement-mechanism among many. 

 With all the processes completed, the villagers will 

have a team of skilled builders with earth brick 

building techniques and individual/group 

entrepreneurs who can start a small business 

producing and building earth bricks. 

Build up Nepal has already started the earth brick 

production in Jyamrung and dismantling of the old 

school is in progress.  

 

 

See the video from the production in Jyamrung:   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VH9i-JceirQ 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VH9i-JceirQ
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4.4. Implementation Strategy  
A project team is already formed to carry out the project. The output-wise methodology has been 

presented below. 

Output 1: Earthquake resistance school building 

with 11 classrooms and toilets made for better 

education of 125 students 

Output 2: Capacity Development to 30 local 

builders to develop the skills  

2.1. Train local builders to make compressed brick 

house that are earthquake resistant.  

Build up Nepal team teaches each step of the 

process of building with earth brick to local builders while making the house or school also known as 

first model building.  

The builders are trained on selection of soil, mixing, quality control, how to safely build with earth 

bricks, how to put mortar, rebars, which parts of the building needs extra reinforcements, etc. 

2.2 Supervision, monitoring and evaluation of project activities 

The organization supervises the project regularly. Beside that members of Tuki Samaj will also monitor 

the activities. To evaluate the project activities after and before analysis will be done in reference of 

baseline data and final data. 

Output 3: Machines to produce earth bricks handed over or sold to local entrepreneurs in low cost to 

increase employment 

 

4.5. Sustainability of project 
The project aims to build a model school with 11 rooms 

and toilet using compressed earth brick technology. The 

project also aims to transfer technology on building 

houses using the compressed earth brick, which is cost 

effective and earthquake resistance to the villagers.  

The purpose is sustainability of the project. For that, 30 

local builders will be trained to make the earth bricks 

using local resources and the machine used to make the 

earth brick will be handed over or sold in low cost to the local entrepreneur. This will help to create job 

opportunities for the villagers and help to reduce poverty. 
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4.6. Past Projects  
 Rebuilding primary school in Dhuwankot-2,Gorkha with 5 classrooms in 2 buildings and seperate 

structures for toilets 

 Community/ emergency shelter in Kalleri, Dhading 

 Rebuilding with Earth Bricks-Ratankot with 12 classrooms using compressed earth bricks 

 Rebuilding with compressed bricks in Jyamrung along with health post 

 Eight houses (2 Compressed Earth Brick and 6 permanent homes) for Single mothers in Majhi 

gaun, Sindhupalchowk 

 GI wires based homes in Rolwaling, Dolakha 

See more on www.buildupnepal.com  

 

Majhi gaun: Supporting poor families to rebuild their own homes 

The situation in Majhi Gaun after the earthquake was horrific. Eighty percent of the houses were 

completely destroyed. The families were living under plastic 

tarpaulins or in temporary sheds. 

The Majhi community are discriminated ethnic group in 

Nepal, poor and fishermen by profession. To make the 

matter even worse, the villagers lost their traditional job as a 

huge stone crusher destroyed the river. Most of the families 

do not have enough land to sustain from farming. 

Build Up Nepal decided to help this village to rebuild and 

recover. The first step was building six houses for widows 

and single women with small children. We trained the locals 

in earthquake resistant construction and setup a production of Earth Bricks in the village. 

The villagers are trained and are happy that earth brick 

houses as good as a concrete ones. To have a concrete 

house is a dream of every villager and now the dream is 

being fulfilled by the earth brick houses. The cost is low 

and it requires only labour work from the villagers to make 

their own houses. 

See the video of the production and building of Maji Gaun: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5sF7PIW2qKM   

  

http://www.buildupnepal.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5sF7PIW2qKM
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5. ESTIMATED NUMBER OF STUDENT IMPACTED:  

Primary beneficiaries 

125 students  

Secondary beneficiaries 

30 local builders who will get trained to build Compressed Earth Brick Technology training  

The school is a model building for the villagers to take reference from. The villagers can get job 

opportunities and build their own village in low cost. 

6. DETAIL DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE PLANNING TO BUILD: 

 The room size shall be 15x16 ft (according to ministry of educations requirement)  

 The walls will be built with Earth bricks reinforced by steel bars both vertically and horizontally  

 The roof will be resting on iron pillars and with an iron truss (requirement from ministry of 

education)  

 The wall thickness will be 24 cm  

 Foundation will be stone with RCC mortar and a strong RCC foundation beam that interconnects 

with the earth bricks reinforcements  

 The roof will be of CGI sheets with an inner ceiling for sound and heat/cold insulation  

 The building will be plastered on the lower 70 cm for extra rain protection.  

 The walls shall be painted with durable paint both inside and outside  

 Floors will be made of earth brick floor tiles locally made in the village. Hygienic, easy to clean. 
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7. ESTIMATED TOTAL COST 

The school needs a total of 11 rooms and toilets. Build Up Nepal have funds from a Swedish organization Tuki Nepal but the project needs more 

budget to complete whole project. 

The locals in the village are also contributing in the project by collecting local materials and dismantling the old school. The cost-break down in 

Rupees. 

Jyamrung 
school Size Rate Rupees   

Local 
contribution 

(4%) 

Recycled 
materials 
from old 

school (4%) 

 Build up 
Nepal 
(13%) 

 Tuki Nepal 
Sweden NGO 

(60%) 
NAO 
(18%) 

Foundation 3,663 170 622,625   120,000 90,000   288,100 124,525 
Flooring 2,640 45 118,800         95,040 23,760 
Earth bricks 24,316 40 972,640   200,000     578,112 194,528 
Iron truss 16 80,000 1,280,000     180,000   844,000 256,000 
12mm Iron bar 1,485 106 157,410         125,928 31,482 
8mm iron bar 539 110 59,290         47,432 11,858 
Cement 638 1,050 669,900         535,920 133,980 
Plaster 905 80 72,400         57,920 14,480 
Sand 77 4,500 346,500         277,200 69,300 
Aggregate 33 7,000 231,000         184,800 46,200 
Labor for wall 990 950 940,500         752,400 188,100 
Doors  11 11,000 121,000     44,000   52,800 24,200 
Windows 33 7,000 231,000     49,000   135,800 46,200 
Painting 14,805 25 370,113         296,090 74,023 
Roof & inner 
roof 3,412 190 648,225         518,580 129,645 
Veranda 110 100 11,000         8,800 2,200 
Misc     205,242     35,000   129,194 41,048 
Transportation material   209,000         167,200 41,800 
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Traveling & minor 
transport   88,000         70,400 17,600 
Porter rate 33,924 4 215,696   80,000     92,557 43,139 
Supervision & Engineering   385,000       308,000   77,000 
Toilets 65,000 4 260,000         208,000 52,000 
                  0 
Earth brick machine and 
training   850,000       850,000     
                    
Total cost     9,065,341   400,000 398,000 1,158,000 5,466,273 1,643,068 
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8. NAME AND COST COVERED BY GOVERNMENT/NON-GOVERNMENT/LOCAL 

RESOURCE/OTHER: 

The contribution to build the school are being made by locals and a Swedish NGO named Tuki Nepal other than Build up Nepal and NAO. 

Jyamrung 
school Size Rate Rupees   

Local 
contribution 

(4%) 

Recycled 
materials 
from old 

school (4%) 

 Tuki Nepal 
Sweden NGO 

(60%) 
Foundation 3,663 170 622,625   120,000 90,000 288,100 
Flooring 2,640 45 118,800       95,040 
Earth bricks 24,316 40 972,640   200,000   578,112 
Iron truss 16 80,000 1,280,000     180,000 844,000 
12mm Iron bar 1,485 106 157,410       125,928 
8mm iron bar 539 110 59,290       47,432 
Cement 638 1,050 669,900       535,920 
Plaster 905 80 72,400       57,920 
Sand 77 4,500 346,500       277,200 
Aggregate 33 7,000 231,000       184,800 
Labor for wall 990 950 940,500       752,400 
Doors  11 11,000 121,000     44,000 52,800 
Windows 33 7,000 231,000     49,000 135,800 
Painting 14,805 25 370,113       296,090 
Roof & inner 
roof 3,412 190 648,225       518,580 
Veranda 110 100 11,000       8,800 
Misc     205,242     35,000 129,194 
Transportation material   209,000       167,200 
Traveling & minor 
transport   88,000       70,400 
Porter rate 33,924 4 215,696   80,000   92,557 
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Supervision & Engineering   385,000         
Toilets 65,000 4 260,000       208,000 
                
Earth brick machine and 
training   850,000         
                
Total cost     9,065,341   400,000 398,000 5,466,273 
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9. MONETARY VALUE OF VOLUNTEER CONTRIBUTION PERSON-

HOURS AND PER HOUR RATE:  

The community people will contribute 500 days of labour (2 days per family) with their children in the 

school.  

10. REQUESTED AMOUNT WITH NAO (NRS) : 

The total budget to build 11 rooms and toilet  

Rs. 9,065,341 ($85,522)  

Build Up Nepal needs NAO to fund 18% of the total budget  

Rs. 1,643,068 ($ 15,501) 

11. PROJECT BUILDING TIMELINE:  

The earth brick production was started from December, 2015. The project building starts from July, 2016 

to March, 2017. 

12. POINT OF CONTACT  

Name    :  Bjorn Soderberg 

Affiliation with school  :  Strategic Partners to Rebuild  

Address    :  Jhamsikhel, Thado Dunga-3, Lalitpur 

Email Address   :  info@buildupnepal.com  

Telephone Number  :  Nepal: 977 9801-101063 

Sweden: 46 70-6203835 

mailto:info@buildupnepal.com

